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Use of Red Chilli Pepper as Natural Antioxidant for Improving the Oxidative Stability of Edible Oil
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Olive oil is an integral ingredient of the Mediterranean diet and an example of a functional food, due to varied components that may contribute to its health benefits. The most important factor determining the shelf life of olive oil is its oxidative stability: oxidation of lipids not only produces rancid odours, unpleasant flavours and discoloration, but it can also decrease the nutritional quality and safety of olive oil. 
Red chilli pepper is widely used in its ground form, as natural antioxidant ingredient to retard or prevent lipid oxidation, to preserve the quality and to extend the shelf-life of food products, thanks to its high content of carotenoids and polyphenolic compounds and to its content of capsaicinoids, responsible for its characteristic hot taste.
In this work, the oxidative stability of the oil with chilli pepper powder was investigated by accelerating the oxidation process using Oxitest reactor (VELP Scientifica; Italy), based on the use of high temperature (90 °C) and over-pressure of oxygen (6 bars).
The addition of few grams of red chilli pepper powder to three edible oils (olive, extra-virgin olive, and seed oil), increases their stability since the beginning and during storage.
The investigation was also extended to the use of three pepper powders with different level of piquancy (mild, medium and hot). Among the three pepper powders tested, the strongest effect was recorded with the less piquant one. Therefore, the antioxidant effect could not be attributed to the capsaicinoids, responsible for piquancy, but to the presence of other antioxidant phenolics. This behavior was also confirmed by FRAP assay, showing the highest antioxidant power in the less piquant pepper powder.
As the latest evaluation, a dose-effect relation was studied among different amounts of pepper powder and the stability of olive oil and extra-virgin olive oil. An evident linear dependence was found mostly in olive oil, related to the higher oxidative stability of extra-virgin olive oil, due to its high content of natural polyphenols. 
This study suggests interesting perspectives of the extension of shelf life using olive oil added with mild red chilli pepper powder in the food industry, as canned food in oil production.

